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Tyrannous Lex
Thomas E. Baker*
To see so many lawyers, advocates, so many tribunals, so little
justice; so many magistrates, so little care of the common good; so
many laws, yet never more disorders.!
"GLP"
During the 1993 blockbuster movie, Jurassic Park, audiences let out
enthusiastic cheers when a Tyrannosaurus Rex chomped down on a smarmy
lawyer, hiding in the toilet.2 Pure fiction: there never were enough T.
Rex's or other carnivorous dinosaurs-even counting the prehistoric extras
in the sequel-to swallow all the lawyers in the world today. Indeed,
lawyers today outnumber the population of prehistoric predators by more
than five to one.!! I leave to others whether this is additional proof for
Darwinism's theory of survival of the fittest4 or the Book of Genesis's
account of the fall ofman.1i
Furthermore, dinosaurs became extinct and left behind fossil
fue1s-oil, coal, and natural gas. Lawyers certainly are not an endangered
species, but they do leave behind something: laws. Of course, we do not
have to wait a halfmillion years6 for laws to turn into something usable.
* Alvin R. Allison Professor, Texas Tech University School of LaW; B.S. 1974, Florida
State University; J.D. 1977, University of Florida. The author thanks Eric P. Gifford for his
dogged research assistance.
1. Robert Burton, Democritus to the Reader, in The Anatomy ofMelancholy 51 (1927).
2. Jurassic Park (Amblin Entertainment 1993).
3. See Gregory S. Paul, Predatory Dinosaurs of the World 408-09 tbL (1988) (finding that
predatory dinosaur populations for a given year in the best known theropod-formations was
1,465,000) (1988); ill. at 408 (noting that T.~ populations in the Western North America
region would have been only in the "low hundreds of thousands"); Ray August, The Mythical
Kingdcm ofLaw:Jers, .A.BAJ., Sept 1992, at 72 (noting that the world's lawyer population as of
1987 was 7.3 million). There is some controversy among paleontologists over whether T.~
was a scavenger rather than a predator. See Lawrence Mondi, One Mean Bite, TIme, Sept 2,
1996, at 57. The movie fact that they eat lawyers may be more significant than we realized. See
supra note 2 and accompanying text
4. See genera19 Charles Darwin, The Origin of Species 93-144 (1909).
5. See Genesis 3:1-24. For a discussion of the argument between evolutionists and
creationists, see generally Phillip E. Johnson, Darwin on Trial (1991) (arguing against
evolution); Phillip E. Johnson, Reason in the Balance: The Case Against Naturalism in
Science, Law & Education (1995) (arguing that God is, and should be, a part of science,
education, and law).
6. See 18 Collier's Encyclopedia 641 (1988) ("Considerable time (perhaps a half million
years) • .. [is] required to transform the organic matter into the low-molecular-weight
hydrocarbons commonly found in crude petroleum,").
689
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But can it be that we have more law in this country than we can use?
Until now, no one has stopped to measure just how much law there is
in the United States. The fact that McDonald's gave up trying to count
hamburgers ("over 100 billion served") back in 1994 may suggest the
impossibility of such an accounting.'! But f thought it might be interesting,
and perhaps revealing, to attempt to estimate how much law we produce
annually-the "Gross Legal Product" or "GLP."s While I was at it, I tried
to guesstimate how much law has accumulated over our Nation's two
hundred years-what we might call the "Known Law ReselVe"-a la the
figures OPEC publishes, and maybe as accurate.
Like coal, oil, and natural gas, which accumulate in fields and
deposits, our laws accumulate in law libraries. But these book depositories
simply cannot expand their capacity fast enough to keep up with the
output of lawmakers. A librarian will tell you that it is simply impossible for
any law library to collect all the legal publications that are produced
annually in the United States.9 It is in these library collections that law
professors,lawyers, and judges mine the law. And law libraries are the best
place to attempt to efT the ineffable.10 But first, it is appropriate to take a
census of the population of la'wyers.
"ONE LAWYER WILL STARVE IN A TOWN, BUT TWO WILL PROSPER."
This oft-repeated adage,l1 sometimes attributed to Abraham Lincoln,
7. Se8 Nancy Millman, Not Every Comer y~ But Closer Every Dtrj. ChL Trib.,]an. 21, 1996,
at 1.
8. I used 1995 as the base year, but when the relevant data was not available, I used the
most recent year for which I could find statistics.
9. Incredibly, the "volume of legal materials published each year has become too great
for any law library to collect ••••" Gail M. Daly, Law Library Evaluation Standards: How WiU We
Evaluate the VirlualLibraryf, 45J. Legal EdUc. 61, 65 (1995). "In the past ten years, law libraries
have continued to bulld their collections of traditional research materials at a consistent rate,
an average of 6,246 volumes and volume equivalents per year." Scott Fmet, The Impad of
Tedm()wgy ()n Law Library Collection Growth and space Requirements, 12 L. Reference Services Q.
73, 74 (1992).
With the need to add more shelf space and square footage to accommodate new
publication, law school library budgets have grown on an average of almost 200 % from 1976
to 1986. SeeJane L. Hammond, Library Costs as a Perr:entage ofLaw Sc1wol Budgets, 80 L. Libr. J.
439,441 (1988) (noting the relationship between law school and law school library budgets).
Most spend 18% of the overall law school budgetjust keeping up with a portion of the annual
output of courts, legislatures, and legal commentators. &e id. at 442.
10. See Richard Saul Wurman, Infonnation OverWa4: What T() Do WhenA~ Cripples You,
L.A. Times Sun. Mag., Jan. 22, 1989, at 8. ("If you went to the Library of Congress and looked
at one book, manuscript or other library resource each minute eight hours a day, five days a
week, it would take you more than 688 years to see all 85,895,835 items."). Most law school
libraries contain hundreds of thousands of volumes, but even on that smaller order of
magnitude, I was not willing to perform an actual physical count of the laws in the United
States. See infra note 52.
11. See, e.g., Rosalind Fergusson, The Facts on File Dictionary of Proverbs 139 (1983)
(phrasing it more subtly as "Two attorneys can live in a town; when one cannot.").
It is at least an interesting footnote digression to note that in American literature the
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is a statistical understatement given the rabbit-like multiplications of the
lawyer population. The number of lawyers in the United States doubled in
the fifty years between 1920 and 1970.12 It took less than twenty years,
between 1970 and 1988, to more than double again.lS During the decade
of the 1980s, the increase in the number of lawyers outpaced the growth of
the general population in America by seven times.14 It is estimated that by
the year 2000, the total number of lawyers in the United States will break
the one million barrier.15 Somewhat tongue-in-cheek, Boston University
President John Silber compared the linear rates of average growth in the
American population with the recent growth in the number of lawyers to
extrapolate "by the year 2074 every man, woman, and child in the United
States will be a lawyer."16
"This occupational trend," says Yale Law Professor George L. Priest,
"reflects an underlying increase in the volume of litigation, in the level of
government regulation, and in the size of the economy as well as, more
generally, a continued increase in the importance of law and our legal
system to modem society."I?
Additionally, there is the public policy concern about how much of
our economic resources are being devoted to law, lawyers, and things legal,
and consequently being diverted from competing, and perhaps more
productive, applications. In 1991 Vice President Quayle took on a captive
audience at the American Bar Association convention to proclaim "too
many lawyers and too many lawsuits ... [are] forcing the nation to lose its
edge in the world marketplace." 18 The available economic indicators do
suggest that more and more capital resources are being spent in the public
sector of the legal system. In 1992 total government expenditures on the
nation's justice system, including federal, state, and local, approached $94
best lines seem to belong to critics of the legal profession. See, e.g., The Oxford Dictionary of
American Legal Quotations 271-82 (Fred R. Shapiro ed., 1993) (collecting sixteen "pro"
quotations on two pages and sixty-three "con" quotations on seven pages).
12. For an historical look at the growth of the lawyer population, see B. Peter Pashington,
The Market for Lawyers: The Detenninants ofthe Demand for and Supply ofLawy=. 20 J.L. 8: Econ.
53, 54 tbI.l (1977); Sherwin Rosen, The Market for Lawy=, 35 J.L. 8: Econ. 215, 220 tbl.l
(1992).
13. See Bureau of the Census, U.S. Dep't. Of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United
States 192, tbl. 314 (112th ed 1992) (reporting the real and projected growth of lawyers in
the United States).
14. See Maureen D. Hegell, Profits Up, Crisis Eases, Boston Bus.J., Feb. 16, 1987, at 1.
15. See Murray Singerman, More Lawyers ATe a Plus, ABA. J., June 1996, at 20; Cheryl K.
Walsh, Taking the Mystery Out of the "M" Wor~ 31 Ariz. Att'y , Oct. 1994, 20 (1994).
16. SeeJohn Silber, Straight Shooting: What's Wrong With America and How to FIX It 213
(1989). But if. Robert Root-Bernstein, Future Imperfect: Incomplete Models ofNature Guarantee All
Predictions Are Unreliable, Discover, Nov. 1993, at 42 (noting that "few natural processes increase
at a constant, linear rate").
17. George L. Priest, The Growth ofInterdisciplinary Research and the Industrial Structure ofthe
Production ofLegalIdeas: A Reply tcJudgeEdwards, 91 Mich. L. Rev. 1929, 1937 (1993).
18. Saundra Torry, Q!layle and Curtin Generate More Heat than Light in ABA Debate, Wash.
Post, Aug. 19, 1991, at F5.
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billion.10 This represents a 160% increase over expenditures made only 10
years earlier.20 The $94 billion figure amounts to $367 per capita, broken
down to include: $162 for police, $123 for correclions, and $82 for judicial
and legal expenditures.21
But a IruYority of the lawyer over-~opulalion works in the private
sector. It is eslimated that the private legal industry generates revenues
approaching $100 billion each year.22 This level of private sector
expenditures fairly contributes to the widely-held impression that ours is
the most liligious nalion in the world today.211 And paying a legal bill with
eleven zeroes every year necessarily affects the enlire nalion's economy and
prosperity in profound ways, not even counling what economists call the
mulliplier effect. Consider, for example. that businesses are eslimated to
contribute between twenty-five to thirty-five percent of the $100 billion
annual legal bill2. That is $25-35 billion that cannot be spent on research
and development or paid in taxes or whatever; $25-35 billion dollars that
must be paid, ullimately and eventually, by consumers. And these eslimates
do not include incontroverlible indirect costs: corporate management and
decisionmaking resources reassigned from produclion; subsidence of
entrepreneurial or risk-taking ventures; and even the outright destruclion
of many small businesses.25 Walter E. Hoadley, former economist for Bank
of America and now a senior research fellow at the Hoover Inslitulion,
eslimates that the rising cost to a business to defend against a lawsuit now
is between $15,000 in a local court to some $250,000 in the upscale federal
courts-and this is the average. These costs mean that even if the company
"wins," the victQry may prove pyrrhic: "A single law or lawsuit can easily
destroy a business.,,28 Hoadley. sums up the effect all of this has on the
American entrepreneurial spirit:
[T]he cumulalive legal effects of thousands of other bills and
interpretalions steadily erode the ability of business managements
to move ahead aggressively with new or improved projects that
create jobs, profits, or tax revenues. In fact, governments' micro-
management taclies are gradually narrowing the scope and
direclion of business decision making without responsibility or
concern for the adverse consequences on business, the economy,
19. 1994 Bureau ofJustice Statistics Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics 2, tbl. 1.1
(1995) [hereinafterJustice Statistics].
20. See id. at 2, tbI. 1.1 (indicating that total government expenditures in 1982 were
approximately $36 billion).
21. See id. at 11, tbl. 1.7.
22. See Walter E. Hoadley, ExassiVII Litigolion-NllgativlI Force in thB Economy, Bus. Econ.,
Oct. 1992, at 9.
23. See id.
24. 811II id. Such estimates do not consider other indirect effects of rising legal costs and
liability. Rlsk.taking and entrepreneurship, once the mark of our growing country, have
subltantlally subsided due to "[t]he staggering number of new and existing federal and state
statutes and regulations [which lead to] uncertainty and often contradictions in the ~w." Id.
25. See id.
26. Id.
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or people's living standards.2'1
For its very real expensiveness and excesses, the modern American
legal system harkens back to Charles Dickens's nineteenth centUIy
novel Bleak House, but alas it is not fiction but economic realitr.2S
A controversial 1994 study by Steven Magee, professor of finance and
economics at the Universitr of Texas, claims that lawyers have such an
adverse impact on the economy that "on average each excess lawyer knocks
$1 million off U.S. gross domestic product each year."29 His calculations
led Magee to conclude that the United States had approximately fortr
percent too many lawyers-with the end result being that their presence
impedes economic growth.!O An uncontroversial 1983 column by Russell
Baker proposed that the U.S. solve its trade deficit with]apan by trading
"lawyers for cars" in a 3:1 ratio.51
The stockpile of lawyers continues to grow. The United States
currently has more lawyers per capita than any other western developed
country. In 1991 there were an estimated 777,000 lawyers practicing in the
2'1. Hoadley, supra note 22, at 9.
28. In his fictional novel, Bleak House, Charles Dickens describes the horrors of a
probate litigation that continued without end with the following passage:
Jarndyce andJarndyce drones on •••• Innumerable children have been bom
into the cause; innumerable young people have been married into it; innumerable
old people have died out of it. Scores of persons have deliriously found themselves
made parties inJarndyce and Jarndyce, without knowing how or why; whole faml1les
have inherited legendary hatreds with the suit. The little plaintiff or defendant, who
was promised a new rocking-horse whenJarndyce andJarndyce should be settled, has
grown up, possessed himself of a real horse, and trotted away into another world.
Fair wards of court have faded into mothers and grandmothers; a long procession of
Chancellors has come in and gone out; the legion of bills in the suit have been
transformed into mere bills of mortality; there are not three Jarndyces left upon the
earth perhaps, since old Tom Jarndyce in despair blew his brains out at a coffee-
house in Chancery Lane; but Jarndyce and Jarndyce still drags its dreary length
before the Court, perennially hopeless.
Charles Dickens, Bleak House 52 (Norman Page ed., Penguin Books 19'11) (1853). See generally
W.S. Holdworth, Charles Dickens as a Legal Historian 79-115 (1929) (describing how Dickens
accurately depicted the legal system ofhis day).
29. James H. Andrews, Do Too Many Lawyers spoil the Economy7, Christian Sci. Monitor,
Feb. 15, 1994, at 8; see also Alan Abrahamson, 71immingNumber ojLawyers Would spur Economy,
LA. Tunes, Jan. 15, 1995, at B4 (catagorizing the debate between Magee and his opponents as
a mark of "serious scholarship on an issue that has captivated public timcy for about 10
years"); Christopher B. Kende, U.S. Legal S]stem: A Burden on 7r~ Nat'l L.J., July 1, 1996, at
AI7 (describing the competitive disadvantage that the American legal system and the resulting
large jury verdicts create for the United States in the international marketplace).
30. See Stephen P. Magee, Letters to the Editor. How Many Lawyers Ruin an Economy, Wall St.
J., Sept. 24, 1992, atAI'1.
31. See Russell Baker, Lawyers JOT Can-, N.Y. Tunes, June 8, 1983, at A23. Baker's initial
suggestion for the first year of his trade agreement was to keep three dozen lawyers and trade
the rest of the estimated 612,000 in a 1:1 ratio; under State Department pressure, he
increased the ratio to 3:1, to obtain more cars; in subsequent years, he proposed trading
34,998 of the 35,000 annual law graduates and increasing the ratio to 50-75 cars per lawyer.
ButJapan balked at this unfavorable rate of exchange. See id.
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United States.52 Compared to the world's industrialized countries, the
United States has 6.35 times as many as France, 3.84 times Italy, 3.07 times
Japan, 2.33 times Great Britain, 1.85 times Canada, and 1.64 times
Germany." The U.S. Trade Representative has not been able to interest
any of these trading partners in a "lawyers-for-anything" proposal.
For the foreseeable future, hOwever, American higher education is
organized to increase our lawyer surplus. There are nOW 178 accredited law
schools in the United States,54 incubating nearly 130,000 lawyer
hatchlings.55 About 50,000 new lawyers are admitted to the bar each
year,56 and there appears to be no foreseeable end in sight. Despite a
gradual decline in applications since the early part of this decade, there
continue to be some 80,000 acolytes for the 43,000 seats available in first
year classrooms.51 A market imperfection of inadequate information may
be the only explanation why this many presumably rational economic
actors choose to ignore employment opportunities that currently may be
described as bleakjust so they can learn to "think like a lawyer." 58
32. See Oliver Starr, VleWJioints:~ Creates Marilet for LaU!JeTS, DalIas Morning News,
Oct. 26, 1992, at 13A.
33. See The Rule of Lawyers, Economist, July 18, 1992, at 3. For a less alarmist outlook on
lawyer over-grazing of the economy in the United States, see August, supra note 3, at 72
(finding instead that every industrialized country except for Great Britain has more lawyers
than the United States). In his 1986 book, Marc Galanter arrived at a third set of compari-
sons, compiling information demonstrating that the u.s. had 25.8 times Japan, IUS times
France, 5.6 times West Germany, 3.87 times Great Britain, 2.96 times Italy, and 2.63 times
Canada. Marc Galanter, Adjudk:atiop, Litigation, and Related Phenomena, in Law and the Social
Sciences, 152 166067 tb1. 3 (Leon Lipsopn 8: Stan Wheeler eds.,1986).
34. See Association of American Law Schools: 1995 Handbook 1 (1995); $88 also Daniel
Wine, ABA to Aller Accreditation Process, N.Y. LJ., Jun. 28, 1995 (stating that there are 177);
Paula A. Patton, Faadty and Student Body Changing Shape, Nat'l LJ., Nov. 29, 1993, at S16
(stating that there are 176 accredited law schools). There also exist some 57 nonaccredited
law schools and 12 correspondence schools which add to the totals. See Robert L Potts, Too
Many LaWJers, Too F8W Jobs, ehron. of Higher EdUc., Feb. 2, 1996, at B2. Professor Steven
Bradford's conclusion that there are some "two billion" non-accredited schools is not
substantiated with any reported data. See C. Steven Bradford, Ten Reasons to Attend Law
School, 1993 B.Y.U. L Rev. 921, 923.
35. See Patton, supra note 34, at S16. One source notea that more than 40,000 lawyers
graduate each year and join the ranks of lawyers. See, e.g., Hope Vmer Sambom, Post-Law
SehoolJob May Be As Paralega~A.BAJ., Mar. 1995, at 14 (noting that in 1993 more that 40,000
students graduated from accredited law schools).
36. See Patton, supra note 34, at S16; see also The Lawyer's Almanac 1992 at 596 (1992)
(indicating that there were 51,254 admissions to Bar across the United States in 1990).
37. See Ted Gest, 1994 Annual Guide: Am8rica's Best Graduate Schools, U.S. News 8: World
Rep., Mar. 21, 1994, at 70; see also Dirk Johnson, More Scorn and Less Mone'j Dim Law's Lure,
N.Y. Times, Sept. 22, 1995, at Al (noting that applications fell from their peak in 1991 of
94,000 to 78,000 in 1995).
38. See Bradford, supra note 34, at 922. Bradford's top ten reasons to go to law school are
repeated here in case anyone missed them:
1. To preselVe your options •••
2. To learn to think lU<e a lawyer •••
3. It's cheap •..
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More seriously, it is worth mentioning a less tangible social cost in
terms of misspent human capital. In an essay criticizing American legal
education, Derek C. Bol<. President of Harvard University and a lawyer,
worried about the moth-and-flame attraction for talented, young men and
women to enter the legal profession rather than pursue careers as
"business executives, more enlightened public servants, more inventive
engineers, [and] more able high school principals and teachers.,,'9 Bok
lamented that the best and the brightest of our young people are thus
diverted away from these alternatives into legal occupations "that often add
little to the growth of the economy, the pursuit of culture, or the
enhancement of the human spirit.,,40 He has not been invited to give a
law school commencement speech ever since.
Even in passing, it is interesting to compare the United States with Sir
Thomas More's vision of an ideal society. More, a lawyer who lost his life
over a dispute with the King over the meaning of a law, described his
Utopia:
They have few laws, and such are their institutions that they
need few.... They think it highly UI!iust to bind men by laws that
are too numerous to be read and too obscure to be readily
understood. As for lawyers, a kind of men who handle matters
craftily and interpret laws subtly, they have none at all.41
4. To visit exotic locales •••
5. As a respite between college and work ••.
6. To enter a satisfying, enjoyable profession •••
7. To learn a foreign language .•.
8. Anyone can do it •••
9. To work for justice •••
10. To support law professors ••••
Id. at 922-24.
39. Derek C. Bok, A Flawed S]stem ofLaw Practice and '1Taining, 33 J. Legal Edue. 570, 573
(1983).
40. Id. at 573. The broadest definition of GLP would include the legal advice provided by
lawyers to their clients, what might be considered the law that is "off the books" in the present
accounting. This feature of the legal system simply is immeasurable, though its order of
magnitnde is suggested by the lawyer population figures.
41. Thomas More, Utopia, Book II 60-61 (H.V.s. Ogden trans. Be eeL, 1949). As if to test
this thesis, the International Association of Defense Counsel sponsored a project that took as
its premise Shakespeare's ort-misquoted line, spoken by evil anarchist and conspirator Dick
the Butcher in Henry VI: "FlI'St thing we do, let's kill all the lawyers." William Shakespeare,
The Second Part of King Henry the Sixth act 4, se. 2, L 78 (Stanley Wells Be Gary Taylor eds.,
Oxford Shakespeare ed., Oxford Univ. Press 1988). See Thomas W. Overton, LaUIJeTS, Light
Bulhs, and Dead Snakes: The LauryerJoke as a Societal Tt'X4 42 UCIAL. Rev. 1069, 1093-98 (1995)
(discussing how Shakespeare's statement, when read in context, is not demeaning to lawyers);
Kevin T. Traskos, KiUAU the Lawyers7: Shakes/JMTe'S LegalAppM~ 93 Mich. L. Rev. 1820, 1820-27
(1995) (critiquing a book by DanielJ. Kornstein explaining many of Shakespeare's remarks
about lawyers). This national association of civil litigators convened a panel of lawyers and
nonlawyers to imagine what a society without lawyers would be like, exploring various
scenarios-like the Watergate crisis-through to fanciful, and decidedly non-utopian,
outcomes. The panel concluded that if lawyers were eliminated they eventnally would return
to play their essential role in society. The panel's report contains a concluding observation
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But I digress. There are tons of articles about how many lawyers there
are in the United States and whether there are too many and whether this
is a good or bad thing.42 I wanted to know if it is possible to count or
measure our domestic production of laws. It stands to reason, however,
that the more lawyers there are in a country, the more law that country
produces. This is the relevant point
This conclusion is simply logical. All those lawyers have to do
something. Farmers farm. Teachers teach. Writers write. Lawyers law.
Lawyers work with the law and they work the law. They try to avoid some
laws. They try to take advantage of other laws. They pair off and
argue-before lawyerjudges-about the law.
In Robert Bolt's play about Sir Thomas More, A Man For AU Seasons,
More is arguing the importance of the rule of law with an aide named
that is peculiarly appropriate to the present Essay:
The role of law in America today cannot be overemphasized. From each
waking moment, a citizen laces a life filled with legal decisions and legal
ramifications, from pushing down the lever on the toaster to turning on the water.
driving the car, going to work, watching television or getting a blood test.
International Association of Defense Counsel Shakespeare Project, law and Society Following
the Demise of the Legal Profession 33-34 (1994).
42. Su, e.g., Robert C. Clark, Wl9 & Many 1.Atujerd Are The) Good or Bad" 61 Fordham L.
Rev. 2'15 (1992); Thomas D. Morgan, Eamomic Realit:J Facing 21st Century Lawyers, 69 Wash. L.
Rev. 625 (1994); Phillip J. Nexon, 1M Business of 1M Law in 1M 1990s, 45 S.c. L. Rev. 1063
(1994).
Professor Marc Galanter of the University of WISconsin has chronicled anti-lawyer
leltmotifs In a serious and scholarly article that seeks to refute many of the studies and much
of the rhetoric against the profession upon which the present tongue-in-cheek Essay is based.
, Professor Galanter would agree with at least one of the premises of this Essay, however, in his
words, "America is a society that absorbs huge amounts of law and lawyering-both absolutely
and compared to other Industrial democracies." Marc Galanter, Pmlators and Parasites: 1.Atujer-
Bashing and CivilJIJStia, 28 Ga. L. Rev. 633, 677 (1994). He concludes his articie:
Anti-lawyer feeling varies in both intensity and focus. Of course, episodes of
elevated anti-lawyer feeling are never entirely new; they draw on old themes. But they
are never just reruns. Such episodes are about more than lawyers: they are about
people's responses to the legal system and the wider society in which it is set. The
level of discontent with lawyers may be sharply elevated and Intensified by groundless
panic about the legal system. The most recent round of American lawyer-bashing
exhibits eUte reaction to the peIVasiveness and expense of law and to its new
inclusiveness and accountabiUty. This "too much law" critique supplanted the earUer
"not enough justice" critique that focused on lawyers' betrayal of their public
duties•••• None of the basic themes of criticism [identifying lawyers as corrupters of
discourse, fomenters of strife, betrayers of trust, and predators on the economy] is
going to disappear, since they are rooted in the lawyer's role. As we expect ever
more of the law and become ever more aware of its shortcomings, the focus of
discontent with lawyers may shift once again, but there is little reason to think that
its intensity will abate more than temporarily.
ld. at 681. &4 gmemTly Mary Ann Glendon, A Nation Under Lawyers (1994); Anthony T.
!{ronman, The Lost Lawyer (1993); Centennial Symposium, A Nation Under Lost Lawyers: The
Legal Profession at 1M CWse of1M Twentieth Century, 100 Dick. L. Rev. 477 (1996).
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Roper. He asks, "What would you do? Cut a great road through the law to
get after the Devil?" Roper answers, "I'd cut down every law in England to
do that!" More, aroused and excited, answers:
Oh? And when the last law was down, and the Devil turned
round on you-where would you hide, Roper, the law all being
flat? This country's planted thick with laws from coast to
coast-roan's laws, not God's-and if you cut them down-and
you're the man to do it-d'you really think you could stand
upright in the winds that would blow then? Yes, I'd give the Devil
the benefit of the law, for my own safety's sake.45
As we shall see, in the United States, we have given him his due: the Devil
himself could not cut through all the laws that we have grown.
U.S. CONSTITUTIONAL LAw AND FEDERAL COURTS
Let's start with the United States Constitution. Of the fifty-five
delegates to the Constitutional Convention in 1787, thirty-two were
lawyers.« James Madison, the father of the Constitution, was a lawyer.4S
Alexander Hamilton was a lawyer. John Dickinson, Gouverneur Monis,
Edmund Randolph, and John Rutledge were alllawyers.46 It should come
as no surprise that since lawyers wrote the Constitution, we have spent the
last 20o-plus years trying to interpret what it means.<!7
The Constitution is a relatively short document. It contains 3,903
words.<!8 There have been 27 amendments adding another, 2757 words.<!9
That does not seem to be too much constitutional law for what was then
the world's only republican government and what is today the most
powerful and the most prosperous Nation in the world.
But constitutional law is not limited to the four comers of the
parchment. Since 180350 the Supreme Court has been interpreting the
43. Robert Bolt, A Man for All Seasons 66 (Random House 1962).
44. See Fred Barash, The Founding 43-45 (198'7) (listing the members of the convention
and their occupations).
45. See Saul K. Padover, The Living U.s. Constitution 28 (2d ed. 1983). But seeThe U.S.
Constitution and Fascinating Facts About It 7~ (1993) (noting that despite the fact that
Madison drafted Vrrginia's Constitution and the model for the U.S. Constitution, he never
received a law degree) [hereinafter Fascinating Fads].
46. See Barash, supra note 44, at 43-45.
47. See Lino A. Graglia, "Constitutional Theory": The AttemptedJustification for the Supreme
Court's Liberal Political Program, "65 Tex. L. Rev. 789, 792 (198'7) (noting that to interpret the
Constitution "simply means to interpret the intent of its framers, those who wrote and ratified
it").
48. Total word count was obtained by downloading the U.S. Constitution from an
electronic database onto WordPerfect 6.1 and conducting a word count. But see Fascinating
Fads, supra note 45, at 13 (stating that there are 4,021 words to the U.S. Constitution).
49. See supra note 48 (describing the methodology used to obtain a word count for the
amendments).
50. See Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.s. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803); William W. Van Alstyne, A
Critical Guide to Marbury v. Madison, 1969 Duke L.J. 1, 16 (discussing the Court's interpretation
of the Constitution in the realm ofjudicial review).
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Constitution and the Justices have been writing down their opinions on
what it means. These opinions have been published in a kind of political
Talmud.~l So far. there are 507 volumes of United States Re-
po~pecially bound to stand by themselves on a table without any book
ends-containing 443.131 pages.~2 During the 1991 October Term. the
Court produced 4 volumes of the reporter adding some 4.377 pages of law.
Now that does seem like a lot of constitutional law. even for a constitution-
al kind of country.
Some would argue that it is too much. Everyone can argue with some
of it. I know that my own pedagogical and forensic skills are about to be
tested when my wife looks over the newspaper at me and says. "Do you
know what your Supreme Court has done now?" Even the Justices. whose
life-time job is to know Constitutional Law. cannot seem to manage.~5 Of
51. Su genera19 Sanford Levinson, Constib.1tional Faith 20 (1988); Sanford Levinson, The
Conftontation of &ligious Faith and Civil &ligion: Catholics BecomingJustices, 39 DePaul L. Rev.
1047, (1990); Sanford Levinson, "Th4 Constitution- inAmmcan Civil&ligion, 1979 Sup. Ct. Rev.
123.
52. In 1908, Dr. Charles William Eliot, president of HaIvard, compiled the Ha1vard
Classics, a canon ofmasterworks in ancient and modem literature, and advertised them as the
famous "FlVe Foot Bookshelf." &8Erich Segal, Starling With Homer, N.Y. T"lIDes, Feb. 27, 1983, §
7, at 10. Ubrarlans sometimes refer to the "shelf space" covered by sets of books in their
collections. The figures in thIs Essay estimating the amount of case law depend on thIs spatial
concept, because U.S. courts have decided so many cases and reported so many opinions that
to obtaln any sense of their volume, one literally has to rely on a yardstick. In such fushion,
the total page count for U.S. Reports and ail the other case reporters was obtained through
the rather unscientific method of measuring the total length of reporters, dividing by a
smaller measure for which the page totals were known (by counting them), and multiplying
times the known fuctor. Example: if there were 420 inches of the Federal Reporter (on the
shelf length) and 15 inches yielded a hand count of 5,563 pages, then 420 divided by 15 times
5,563 gives an approximate total for the entire series-in thIs case 155,207 pages. This
explanation of methodology admits two fucts about the preparation of thIs Essay: I do not
know enough about computers to do better and my research assistants attend law school only
for three years.
53. Too often in the most mundane cases, theJustices display a level of randomness and
uncertainty that would make Werner Karl Heisenberg glad that he was not a lawyer. For
example, thIs Is the officiai line-up in a case settling a boundary dispute between two states:
Blackmun, J., delivered the opinion for a unanimous Court with respect to
Parts I, H, ill, and VIll, and the opinion of the Court with respect to Part IV, in
which Brennan, White, Marshall, Stevens, O'Connor, and Scalia, ]'., joined; with
respect to PartV, In which Brennan, White, Marshall, Stevens, O'Connor, and Scalia,
lJ.,joined, and in which RehnquIst, CJ., and Kennedy, J., joined except for a portion
thereof; with respect to part VI, in Which Rehnquist, c.J., and Brennan, Stevens,
O'Connor, Scalia, and Kennedy, JJ., joined; with respect to Part vn, in which
Rehnquist, c.J., and Brennan, White, Marshall, Stevens, and O'Connor, lJ., joined;
and with respect to Part lX, in which Rehnquist, c.J., and Brennan, White, Marshall,
O'Connor, and Kennedy,]'.,joined, White,J., filed an opinion dissenting in part, in
which Marshall, J., joined. Stevens, J., filed an opinion dissenting in part, in which
Scalia, J., joined. Scalia, J., filed an opinion dissenting in part, in which Kennedy, J.,
joined. Kennedy, J" filed an opinion dissenting in part, in which Rehnquist, c.J.,
joined. .
Do WI! Havl! to Know This for the &am?, 7 Const. Commentary 223, 223 (1990) (citing Georgia
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the ninety-six cases decided in the 1993-94 Term,M the nine justices
agreed on how to decide the case in only twenty-five cases.liS There has to
be an odd number ofJustices to avoid "heads-its-eonstitutional-and-tails-its-
not" per curiam coin tosses. Last year there were thirteen five-to-four
decisions.lS6 If the Justices were ordering a pizza, it would be 5/9ths
pepperoni and 4/9ths mushroom, and it would have more footnotes than
toppings.li7
But there are other federal judges besides the nine Supremes and
they also work long and hard at generating federal case law.58 At the
intermediate level of the courts of appeal, the library shelves groan under
the weight of 300 volumes of the Federal Reporter Series, 999 volumes of the
Federal Reporter Second Series, and seventy-three volumes of the new Federal
Reporter Third series.5g The Federal Reporter Third Series are currently being
produced at about 30 volumes per calendar year or more than 47,000
pages annually.60 Together, all 1,372 volumes comprise over 1,659,367
pages. These buckram-bound volumes rival the Manhattan Yellow Pages in
bulk. and, some would opine, density of meaning.61
At the trial level, federal district judges, who only publish opinions in
highly-selected cases, are responsible for 909 volumes of the Federal
v. South Carolina, 110 S. Ct 2903, 2906-07 (1990».
54. See '17leSupreme Court, 1993 Term, 108 Harv. L Rev. 23, 376, tbL II (1994).
55. See id. at 374, tbl. I(C).
56. See id. at 375, tbL I(D).
57. See Edward R. Becker, In Praise of Footnotes, 74 Wash. U. LQ. I, 12-13 (1996)
(defending the use of footnotes while acknowledging the valid position of "footnote phobes").
58. The notion ofjudiciallaw-making contravenes the standard litany between a nominee
for the Supreme Court and the members of the Senate Judiciary Committee during which
vows are taken that jUdges do not make law but only interpret the law they find in the
Constitution and statutes. The insight that this is bogus is a commonplace among the legal
cognoscenti, but the hollow ritual still plays. A candid jUdge will tell you, judges change
rules, period. In the end the law is what the judges do with your case." Richard A. Posner,
The Problems ofJurisprudence 21 (1990). Furthermore, note the comments ofJustice Scalia:
I am not so naive (nor do I think our forebears were) as to be unaware that judges
in a real sense "make" law. But they make it as judges make it, which is to say as
though they were "finding" it-disceming what the law is, rather than decreeing
what it is today changed to, or what it will tomorrow be.
James B. Beam Distilling Co. v. Georgia, 501 U.S. 529, 549 (1991) (Scalia, J., concurring)
(emphasis omitted).
59. See Thomas E. Baker, ~tioningJustice On Appea1-The Problems of the U.s. Courts
ofAppeals 212 (1994) ("In 1975, one federal jurisdiction seer predicted that in the twenty-first
century 5,000 circuit judges would be filling 1,000 volumes of Federal Reporter, umpteenth
series, disposing of approximately a million appeals-each and every year.") (citingJohn H.
Barton, Behind the Legal &plDsion, 27 Stan. L Rev. 567, 567 (1975»; see auo Thomas E. Baker,
Judges, Heal Thyselves: '17le Dawn ofF.3d, Legal Tunes, Mar. 7, 1994, at 30, reprinted at 5 Scribes
J. Legal Writing 139 (1994-95).
60. Between December 1994 and December 1995, West published volumes 42 through
72, each consisting of approximately 1,580 pages.
61. The 1995-96 Manhattan Yellow Pages contains 1,578 pages. See NYNEX. Yellow Pages,
Information Resources Co. 1995, Apr. 95-Mar. 96. In contrast, the Federal Third Reporter
series now averages around 1,580 pages per volume. See supra note 60.
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Supplemem Series, 1,235,943 pages to be exact. In the 12 months prior to
January 1996, there were 29 volumes of the Federal Supplemem printed,
adding over 46,000 pages. And these figures understate the law-generating
power of these judicial engines, because the district judges decide many
more cases without writing and publishing an opinion. For example, in
1992 alone, federal district judges were estimated to have contended with
1,755,330 cases, amounting to some 1,238 cases per judge.62 The 163
volumes of the Federal Rules Decisions series, specifically dedicated to
publishing federal court decisions "which construe or apply the Federal
Rules of Civil, Criminal and Appellate Procedure, as well as the Federal
Rules of Evidence,"6s occupy another 108,165 pages. Perhaps because it
deals with procedural arcanae, this series is somewhat less prolific,
producing only 3 volumes and 2,739 pages in an annual period.54
To date, the cumulative output of all the lower federal courts judge
corps is 2,951 volumes and 3,445,481 pages. This total amounts to a small,
but respectable library that, when stacked end-t<rend, runs for one-and-
one-half football fields.55 That's a good day even for Emmitt Smith.
STATE CONSTITUTIONS AND STATE COURTS
We cannot stop with the federal system, however, in estimating the
amount of law in the United States. We must add to our Known Law
Reserve the accumulations in the fifty states; their constitutions, supreme
courts, and lower courts. While the federal system has produced a vast
amount of law, the accumulations are small in comparison with the
production of the states.
State constitutions, although generally modeled after the U.S.
Constitution, are typically three times as long.56 The amendment process
62. &8 Conference of State Court Adm'rs, State Court Caseload Statistics: 1992 Annual
Report 43 (1994) [hereinafter 1992 Annual Report]. The Federal Courts' caseload has
substantially increased since 1992.
63. Black's Law Dictionary 613 (6th edt 1990).
64. Between December 1994 and December 1995, volumes 160 through 163 were
published, adding 1,058 pages.
65. Total measurements for U.S. Reports, Federal Reporters, Federal Supplement, and
the Federal Rules of Decision amount to approximately 6,063 incheS or 168 yards. CJ. supra
note 52.
66. &8 G. Alan Tarr, Understanding State Constitutions, 65 Temp. L Rev. 1169, 1170 (1992).
State constitutions typically include great amounts of minutiae and strange provisions that
would seem better suited to statutes or regulations. Texas legislators recently put the following
provision on the ballot, and Texas voters added it to the State's highest law. Now the basic
charter of the State includes this provision:
Sec. 47. (b) The Legislature by law may authorize and regulate bingo games
conducted by a church, synagogue, religious society, volunteer fire department,
nonprofit veterans organization, fraternal organization, or nonprofit organization
supporting medical research or treatment programs. A law enacted under this
subsection must permit the qualified voters of any county, justice precinct, or
incorporated clty or town to detennine from time to time by a majority vote of the
qualified voters voting on the question at an election whether bingo games may be
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for the United States Constitution is slow and cumbersome and, as a result,
there have been only twenty-seven formal amendments.61 Many states do
not find themselves similarly burdened and have thus amended nearly five
times as often.68 Alabama, at the extreme, was able to boast of over 513
amendments as of 1990, and counting.69 The authoritative box score for
state constitutional amendments tallies over five thousand amendments in
the fifty states, meaning that the average state constitutlell has aoout one
hundred post-it-notes stuck all over its text10 Other states, apparently
convinced that there was more wrong than right with their basic charters,
choose instead to rip up their constitutions and start over again.11 For
example, as of 1990, Louisiana has had eleven different constitutions,
ratified in the years 1812, 1845, 1852, 1861, 1864, 1868, 1879, 1898, 1913,
1921, and 1974.'72
The supreme courts of the various states in the nation also contribute
huge amounts of law to the GLP and Known Law Reserve. Their decisions,
along with decisions of the various state appellate courts, are published in
regional reporters resembling those produced at the federal leveL The size
of the state court benches, considered en masse, and their judicial output
dwarfS the federal judiciary.'s Some of the larger states, like California
(335 volumes or 310,496 pages) and New York (936 volumes or 894,954
pages), produce so much case law that they have their very own case
reporters. But the entire United States is divided up into regions and state
court decisions are gathered and published for each region. The courts in
the fifty states have contributed 7,796 volumes and over 7,160,424 pages to
held in the county, justice precinct, or city or town ••••
Texas Const. art. 3, § 47 (Vernons 1995); see aTso Janice May, State Omstitutions and
Omstitutional Revision: 1988-89 and the 198Ds, in 1990-91 Book of the States 40, tbl. 1.1 (1990)
(indicating that the word count for the states ranges from 6,600 in Vermont to 174,000 in
Alabama, with the average for the 50 states being over 28,000 words).
67. See Sanford Levinson, How Many Times Has the United States Omstitution Been Amended7
(A) <26; (B) 26; (C) 27; (D) >27: Aa:ounting for Omstitutional Chan~ in Responding to
Imperfection-The Theory and Practice of Constitutional Amendment 13 (Sanford Levinson
ed, 1995).
68. See Tarr, supra note 66, at 1171 (indicating that some state constitutions include over
one-hundred amendments).
69. Id.
70. A tally of all amendments to state constitutions currently in force yields a total of
8,279 submitted to the voters in 49 states, 5,083 approved by the voters in 49 states, and 5,198
adopted in the 50 states. The average number of amendments for each state then becomes
169 proposed to the voters, 103.7 ratified by the voters, and 103.9 adopted Janice C. May,
Omstitutional Amendment and Revision Revisited, Publius: The Journal of Federalism, Wmter
1987, at 153, 162.
71. SeeJanice C. May, supra note 66, at 40, tbL 1.1.
72. See id.
73. State appellate courts were estimated to have handled 259,276 cases in 1992. See 1992
Annual &port, supra note 62, at 51, fig. ll.2 (1994). Two years later, in 1994, a record 263.000
appeals were:filed in the state appellate courts. BrianJ. Ostrom & Neal B. Kauder, Examining
the Work of State Courts: 1994, at 9 (1996).
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the Known Law ReselVe. The regional totals are as follows:74
-899 volumes or 939,320 pages ofAtlantic Reporter and Atlantic
Reporter Second Series from the states of Connecticut, Delaware,
Maine, Maryland, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
Vennont, and the District of Columbia.
-859 volumes or 914,220 pages of Northeastern Reporter and
Northeastern Reporter Second Series from the states of Illinois,
Indiana, Massachusetts, New York, and Ohio.
-842 volumes or 787,800 pages of Northwestern Reporter and
Northwestern Reporter Second Series from the states of Iowa,
Nebraska, Michigan, WISconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota, and
South Dakota.
-1,209 volumes or 1,395,500 total pages of Pacific Reporter and
Pacific Reporter Second Series from the states of Alaska, Arizona,
California, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Montana, Nevada, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming.
-666 volumes or 612,700 pages of Southeastern Reporter and
Southeastern Reporter Second Series from the states of Georgia,
South Carolina, North Carolina, VIrginia, and West VIrginia.
-866 volumes or 945,900 pages of Southern Reporter and
Southern Reporter Second Series from the states of Alabama,
Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi
-1,213 volumes or 1,196,534 pages ofSouthwestern Reporter and
Southwestern Reporter Second Series from the states ofArkansas,
Kentucky, Missouri, Tennessee, and Texas.
Reminiscent of the beer bottle roundelay we all sang on school bus
trips, there are "7~796 volumes of state law on the wall, 7,796 volumes of
state law" and the lyric has to be reversed to sing that state courts are
adding "130 volumes of state law" every year.
And we must not forget the assembly line output of the multitude of
state judges sitting on lower courts. It is most certainly true that "state
courts are and will continue to be the primary arena for the resolution of
legal disputes in the United States.,,?5 One can only maIVel at the scale of
the judicial factories in the states: "While the state trial courts of general
jurisdiction have 15 times as many judges as the U.S. district courts, state
trialjudges handle 83 times as many criminal cases and 41 times as many
civil cases as their federal colleagues."?6 Of the 28,000 trial judges at the
state level in 1992, each was estimated to handle on average 3,365 cases
each year." Doing the arithmetic, that amounts to over ninety-four
million cases in a twelve-month period.?S
74. See supra note 52 (detailing the methodology used to determine the page count).
75. 1992 Annual &pori, supra note 62, at xi.
76. Thomas E. Baker, A View to the Future ofJudicial Federalism: "Neither Out Far Nor In
Dcep~, 45 Case W. Res. L. Rev. 705,716 (1995).
77. See 1992 Annual &port, supra note 62, at 43, fig. L60.
78. See id. at 3. There were in excess of 93 million new cases filed in 1992 in the trial
courts of the various states. This figure breaks down further into almost "33 million civil and
criminal cases, nearly 2 million juvenile cases, and over 59 million traffic cases." leI.
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LEGISIATION
"'Do you pray for the Senators?' someone asked the chaplain
of the Senate in 1903. 'No, I look at the Senators and pray for the
country,' he replied."~9
Of the 535 members of the United States Congress, 224 are
lawyers, although few of them ever practiced anything but
politics.80 Congress sits in two-year terms. The last completed
Congress, the 103d, enacted 473 new statutes.81 The size of a single
statute ranged from less than a page to more than 500 pages.82
Statutes addressing large problems can themselves be extremely
large. For example, the comprehensive health care plan proposed
by the Clinton Administration, had it been enacted into law, would
have spawned a brontosaurian statute 1,410 pages long.83
Members of Congress hire assistants to read the voluminous
pages of legislation generated each legislative term, themselves
content usually to rely upon a staffer's summary before casting a vote
of approval or disapproval. Giving them the benefit of the doubt, we can
suppose that many members never read some of the la'\vs they enact, with
or without understanding them. Considering the complexity, technicality,
and verbosity of modem federal legislation, however, we could not expect
anyone person to understand and appreciate the full content and effect of
all the 8,000 bills placed in the hopper each Congress, especially since the
vast majority of proposed statutes-more than nine out of ten-are never
enacted into law.54
The Congressional Record, which contains the speeches of legislators
in the House and Senate (both real and made up after the fact) covers
50,761 pages for the l03d Congress alone.as But the Record does not
always count as much as the Coriunittee Reports. Last Congress, there were
79. Steven Stark, Too Representative Government, Atlantic Monthly, May 1995, at 92.
80. See Jacque Crouse, Lawmakers Often LawyBTS, San Antonio Express, Feb. 9, 1996,
available in WL 2820703, at *1. Of the 440 members of the House of Representatives, 170 are
lawyers compared with the Senate, where 54 of 100 are lawyers. [do
81. See 140 Congo Rec. Dl275 (dailyed. Dec. 20, 1994) (resume of congressional activity
of the one hundred third Congress).
82. In the 103d Congress, the Water Bank Extension Act of 1994 amounted to less than
one page in the United States Statutes at Large. Sec Pub. L. No. 103-393, 108 Stat. 4105
(1994). In contrast, the Improving America's Schools Act of 1994 constituted a book itself,
consisting of over 540 pages. Sec Pub. L. No. 103-382, 108 Stat. 3518-4062 (1994).
83. SeeS. 2357, 10M Cong. (1994) (short title: "Health Security Act"); sec also The White
House Domestic Policy Council, Health Security: The President's Report to the American
People (1993) (summarizing the Health SecurityAct in a robust 136 pages).
84. For example, during the most recently completed Congress, the 10M, there were
7883 bills introduced between January 5, 1993 and December I, 1994. Of these bills, only a
small fraction, 473 or 6%, were actually enacted into law. The rest were for naught. See 140
Cong. Rec. D1275 (dailyed. Dec. 20, 1994).
85. See id.
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1,327 Committee Reports printed.s6 And each Congress publishes
approximately 800,000 pages of committee working papers.57 When they
relate to bills that are enacted into statutes, these materials have a quasi-law
status for judges and others who must interpret and apply the laws.
Beyond this number, it is difficult to measure the amount of federal
statutory law that currently is in force and effect-what we are calling the
Known Law ReselVe in the form of federal statutes. For present purposes,
the appropriate approximation is to note that there are a total of 32,822
pages in 27 bound volumes of the 1994 edition of the United States Code,
the official compilation of federal statutes currently in effect, arranged in
50 titles, each of which usually contains multiple sections and subsec-
tions.88
At the federal level of codified law, there are also treaties negotiated
by the President and ratified by the United States Senate. Treaties, when
properly promulgated under the authority of the Constitution, are
considered the law of the land, of course.59 Between 1776 and post-World
War II, the United States entered into more than 2,100 treaties.90 Since
then, international treaties have multiplied at an astounding rate, with
nearly 13,400 ratified through 1993.91
Just as we obsexved with courts, under our federal system, there are
fIfty sovereign states, each with its own independent legislature. Like the
Congress, state legislatures are populated by attorneys. The states'
lawmaking output contributes greatly to the GLP. For the single year 1995,
the 50 state legislatures passed an estimated 22,000 new laws.92 Individual
state totals ranged from 1,358 statutes in Arkansas to 63 in the state of
Vermont93 There is no good way to estimate how much Known Law
ReselVe there exists in all fIfty states. And only mention can be made of
the plethora of ordinances that have accumulated on the books in the
thousands and thousands of counties and cities across the United States.94
86. See 25 Congo Information Service Annual: 1994 Index to Congo Publications and
Legislative History 761,762 (1995).
87. See id. at vii.
88. See 1-50 U.S.c. (1994). TItles 6 and 34 were repealed or eliminated by TItles 31 and
10 respectively.
89. See U.S. Const. art. VI; see also Missouri V. Holland, 252 U.S. 416, 432 (1920).
90. &8 generally 1 United States Treaty Index: 1776-1990 Consolidation (Igor L Kavass edt
1991) Between 1776 and 1949 there were a total of 2.177 treaties enacted See id. These may
be further broken down by series as follows: 994 in the Treaty Series, 1776-1945, id. at 3-372;
506 In the Executive Agreement Series, 1929-1945, id. at 375-491; and 677 in the Additional
Document Series, 1778-1949. 111. at 495-626.
91. There are 9,900 treaties listed in the Treaty Series (TIAS 1501-11400) and an
additional 3.500 in the Kavass Series (KAV 1-3500) totalling 13,400 treaties. See 2-5 United
States Treaty Index: 1776-1990 Consolidation (Igor I. Kavass ed., 1991); United States Treaty
Index: 1776-1990 Consolidation, Supplement I (Igor L Kavass ed,1993).
92. See Andrew Blum, States Added Total of22,000. Nat'l L.]., Jan. 22, 1996, at A6.
93. See id.
94. In Lubbock, Texas, a community every bit as cosmopolitan as Lake Wobegon, there
are 9,914 municipal ordinances on the books, though some have been superseded That
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It is fair to say that in the United States we have lavvs on everything
under the sun.9S This astronomical numerosity of federal and state
legislation evokes a Carl Sagan-style hyperbole: legislatures have placed
"billions and billions" of laws in the legal firmament.95
ADMINISTRATIVE LAw
Administrative law is bigger than both case law and statutory law
combined-if you can imagine a body of law that big-and governmental
agencies permeate all aspects of our lives. Most Americans, most often,
"deal with their government through the administrative process."9'1 By
contrast, most of us will get inside the court system, especially the federal
amounts to about one law for every twenty residents. Telephone Internew with Florence
Searcy, City Secretary's Office, City of Lubbock aun. 12, 1996).
95. In Arizona, even the sun is not above the law as the state in 1968 passed a law
rejecting the obseIVallce of daylight-savings time. SeeAriz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 1-242 (West 1994).
Indiana also exempted itselffrom observing daylight-savings time in 1972. See Ind. Code § 1-1-
8.1-1 (1996).
96. Such sheer .numbers legitimately engender our maIVel, if not our paranoia,
considering the long-standing legal maxim that "ignorance of the law is no excuse." See A
Dictionary of Legal Quotations 42 (SimonJames & Chantal Stebbings eds., 1987) ("Ignorantia
juris non excusat").
To provide a complete survey of all the extant codifications of the law, one must also
take into account the efforts undertaken by the American Law Institute (ALI) in 1923
commonly referred to as the Restatements of the Law. See William Draeper Lewis, History of
the ALI and the Fust Restatement of the Law, in ALI, Restatement in the Courts 9 (ALI,
permanent ed. 1945). Initially published in the areas of contracts, torts, and conflict of laws,
the Restatements presently consist of numerous volumes that summarize the law in over 15
general areas. The ALI Annual Reports, 73rd Annual Meeting, May 14-17, 1996, at 23-24
[hereinafter ALIAnnual Reports]. The original object of ALI was to present a comprehensive
summary of the common law of the United States. The Institute's purposes are stated in its
current bylav.'S:
Sec. 1.01 The particular business and objects of the society are educational,
and are to promote the clarification and simplification of the law and its better
adaptation to social needs, to secure the better administration of justice, and to
encourage and carry on scholarly and scientific legal work.
Id. at 59.
Rather than merely tally the various decisions of jurisdictions in the United States to
pronounce a majority rule, the Restatements seek instead to influence and proclaim what the
law should be in a disputed area of the law in order to ultimately improve the administration
ofjustice. SeeWilliam M. Borchard, ALI-Restatement of the Law, Third: Unfuir Competition
(Nov. 4, 1994). .
The restatements of the law have contributed substantially to the direction of the laW;
they are taught in the law schools of the nation, they have been cited as authoritative
guidance more than 133,000 times in judicial opinions at the state and federal level, ALI
Annual Reports, at 23-4, and they represent the collective product of some of the brightest and
most insightful legal minds in the various legal fields covered. See Black's Law Dictionary 910
(Abridged 6th ed. 1991). As the law changes, so too do the Restatements change over the
years. Current ALI projects include revision and publication of the Third Restatement of the
Law for many of the topical areas. See ALIAnnual Reports, at 1, 6, 9.
97. David King, Administrative Law, 18 Tex. Tech L. Rev. 237, 237 (1987).
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courthouse, only when we are called forjury duty, and not even then, ifwe
are careful not to vote.
Agencies make huge contributions to the Known Law Reserve in
several ways: "in a manner closely analogous to courts through case-by-case
adjudication on the basis of a trial-type record; in a legislative manner
through promulgation of rules and regulations of general applicability; or
through more informal patterns of decision and ordering."98 FDR's New
Deal era alphabet agencies have grown to be lawmaking leviathans over the
last half-century: for examples, the FCC, FDA, FTC, ICC, NLRB, SEC, and
SSA. In addition, more recent bureaucracies of the modern administrative
state include the EEOC, EPA, FAA, INS, NRC, and OSHA.99 It is enough
to mal{e Ralph Nader gloat or Rush Umbaugh float.IOO
The combined apparatus of federal agencies dwarfS all other
lawmaking at the federal and state levels. They resemble the Borg from the
movie Star Trek: First Contact, who are a worlds-destroying cybernetic race of
half-humanoid, half-computer beings characterized by group-think and the
unrelenting theme: "Resistance is futile. You must be assimilated."IOI For
example, back in 1976, a single agency, the Interstate Commerce
Commission, handled more filings than were handled in the entire fedeJra1
court system. And the ICC is nowhere near the biggest or baddest
agency.l02 We might as well forget about Ronald Reagan's deregulation
campaign.lOS The Clinton Administration's "National Performance
98. Stephen G. Breyer 8: Richard B. Stewart, Administrative Law and Regulatory Policy 1
(1979).
99. There are many more alphabet soup varieties such as the CFTC, DHHS, DHUD,
DOA, DOl, DOJ, DOL, DOT, FERC, FLRA, FMC, MSPB, NTSB; OTC, SBA, urrc, and UPS.
See also Louis M. Kohlmeier, Jr., The Regulators: Watchdog Agencies and the Public Interest
307-12 (1969) (providIng a list of independent and executive branch agencies); Paul Axel-
Lute, Acronyms ofFederal and UnifotmActs, 8 Legal Ref. SelVS. Q. 235, 23645 (1988) (listing the
acronyms of 271 uniform acts).
100. Compare Robert C. Fellmeth, The Regulatory-Industrial Complex, in Consumer and
Corporate Accountability 218-31 (Ralph Nader ed., 1973) (examining the collusion of
government and industry that has created industrial control over governmental agencies such
as the FTC, ICC, and FDA), and Robert Sherrill, The Real Villains, in Consumer and Corporate
Accountability 244 (Ralph Nader ed., 1973) (identifying as the real villains in the environmen-
tal scandal "the government agencies which have fuiled to use available laws to keep the
corporate poisoners and polluters in line"), with Rush H. Limbaugh, See, I Told You So 323-
31 (1993) (criticizing past implementation of the Fairness Doctrine, intended to stimulate
balanced coverage over the airwaves of dIverse views, by the FCC and recent attempts by
partisan members of Congress to reinstate the doctrine to stifle the conservative movement).
But if. AI Franken, Rush Limbaugh is a Big Fat Idiot and Other Observations (1996) (the title
speaks for itself).
101. Star Trek: First Contact (Paramount Pictures 1996).
102. Sec Breyer 8: Stewart, supra note 98, at 2 ("All of the federal courts together handle
fewer than 200,000 cases annually. A single federal regulatory agency, the Interstate
Commerce Commission, processed over 350,000 filings in 1976.").
103. With his first inaugural speech in 1980, "President Reagan proclaimed his faith that
government was not the solution to our problems; government was the problem; deregulation
the answer." Arthur M. SchlesingerJr., How Goes the Cycle Now?, Wall St. J., Jan. 4, 1989, at 8.
•
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Review" presents the interesting phenomenon of a few policy wonks, led by
Vice-President AI Gore, undertaking to reinvent government in what is
mostly a series of political press conferences. The whole effort can be
summarized as being full of "contradictions, bizarre calculations, and
Orwellian linguistic manipulations."lM It was clever and original,
however, for an eight-year administration to launch a ten-year-long reform
prqject. That way no one will be around to ask what did or did not
happen. The trouble with all these well-intentioned reforms is that the
reality of the modem administrative state is that the government is
reinventing us in its own image and likeness. Dr. Frankenstein's
experiment comes to mind.
Federal agencies create lots and lots of legislative-type law. Each
independent regulatory agency promulgates rules and regulations. These
are published for public notice first in the Federal Register. In 1995 alone,
So began the "regulatory reform" movement of the 19805, which promised to reduce
oppressive and numerous regulations, to scale down bureaucratic administrative agencies, and
to minimize the role of the federal government in our daily lives. 'With the election of George
Bush, once known as the point man for slashing government regulations, however, the
pendulum began to swing back towards reregulation. See Albert R. Karr &: Michael MCQueen,
A~ 7'My Saving Deccntrol7, Wall St. J., Nov. 27, 1989, at 1. Notwithstanding renewed press
conference claims of regulatory reform, this momentum seems to have continued during the
Clinton Administration. See infra note 104.
104. CharlesJ. Fox, Reinventing Government as a Postmodem Symbolic Politics, 56 Pub. Admin.
Rev. 256, 261 (1996); see alsoJohn M. Kamensky, Role ofthe "Reinventing Government" M(JfIement
in Federal Management &form, 56 Pub. Admin. Rev. 247, 253 (1996) (discussing the origins of
reinventing government and concluding that, "National Performance Review is not just a
series of recommendations, but an evolving movement whose vision ••• is trying to adapt a
democratic governance to new public expectations"); Donald F. Ketti, Appraising the NPR:
Executivc Summary, 23 Pub. Manager 3 (1994) (noting that Vice President Al Gore's National
Performance Review failed to successfully inIplement its reinvention of the federal
government). Having smashed an ashtray with a hammer on David Letterman's desk, after
carefully donning safety goggles, the Vice President was the obvious figure to lead the Clinton
Administration's crusade against itself. See Todd S. Purdum, Gore, The Soldier ofStreamlining,
&tums to Lead Clinton's Charge, N.Y. TIlDes, Dec. 19, 1994, atAl. It is not easy to understand
the bureaucratese being used against the bureaucracy. See Richard P. Nathan, Reinventing
Government: What Docs It Mean" 55 Pub. Admin. Rev. 213 (1995) (discussing Al Gore's report
on the National PeIformance Review which attempted to "transform the habits, culture, and
performance of all federal orginizations"). One indicator that it is meant to be inIportant is
that there is an official world wide web site for the project. Reinventing Government: Creating a
Government that W07is Better and Costs Uss (visited Nov. 11, 1996) <http://www.npr.gov>. One
indicator that it is not inIportant is that so far it has "produced only a nationwide yawn." &c
Peter F. Drucker, Really Reinventing Government, Atlantic Monthly, Feb. 1995, at 49-50 ("In any
institution other than the federal government, the changes being trumpeted as reinventions
would not even be announced, except perhaps on the bulletin board in the hallway."); see also
Stephen Barr, GAO RcportDctails Q!JictEfforls ofGorc's "ReinventionLahs, "Wash. Post, Mar. 25,
1996, at Al5 (noting that the GAO "sUlvey questions whether the government's downsizing
and legendary red tape are the big problems that some administration officials and
congressional officials contend"); Donald F. Ketti, Did Gore Reinvent Govcmment7 A Progress
RqJort, N.Y. TIlDes, Sept. 6, 1994, at Al9 (arguing that Vice President Gore's review suffers
from two major problems: (1) "preoccupation with short-term savings" which may increase
long term costs; and (2) "lack of an explicit strategy for dealing with Congress").
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the Federal Register occupied 250 volumes and 67,518 pages. The
agencies' current laws in force are then collected in the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR). The 1994 edition of the CFR "covers 200 books and
over 119,000 pages."lO~
Federal agencies also create a great deal ofjudicial-type law. There is
a corps of Administrative Law Judges <AIJ), numbering 1,234 in 1994/06
who interpret and apply all those agency regulations in particular cases.
Most of this number, nearly 1,000, serve in the Social Security Administra-
tion.WI The SSA has been labeled "'the Mount Everest of bureaucratic
structures' with 'the largest system of administrative adjudication in the
western world.'"108 Individual decisions by ALJs in Social Security cases,
and in cases from the other agencies as well, are published in various
official reporters promulgated by each federal agency. These publications
rival state and federal reporters for space and bow the back shelves in law
libraries.
It is difficult to frame the size and scope of the federal agencies in a
snapshot, but consider a few more statistics. Mention has been made of the
SSA. In 1993 the Social Security Administration .decided 2.5 million
claims;l09 this figure increased to almost three million claims in 1995.110
Then there is the evil empire of the IRS. Senator Arlen Spector bemoaned
the "byzantine" federal tax code that we all must live with, noting that it
"has ballooned to over 12,000 pages of regulations and 5.6 million
words."lll The IRS budget in 1994 grew to some $13 billion, with the vast
proportion of that budget, a whopping $7.1 billion, expended solely to
administer the tax laws.ll2 Incredibly, the annual budget for Health and
105. Congressionallnfonnation SeIVice, Inc., 4 Index: to the Code of Federal Regulations
1994, at 3,754 (1995).
106. The ALJ Handbook, An Insider's Guide to Becoming a Federal Administrative Law
Judge 62 (2d ed. 1994).
107. 8M id.
108. John C. Dubin, Social Security Law, 26 Tex. Tech L. Rev. 763, 764 (1995) (citing Kane
v. Heckler, 731 F.2d 1216, 1219 (5th Cir. 1984) (quoting Paul R. Verkuil, The SelfLegitmating
Bureaucracy, 93 Yale LJ. 780, 781 (1984) andJerry L. Mashaw, BureaucraticJustice: Managing
Social Security Disability Qaims 18-19 (1983».
109. &8 FY 9J Lahor, HH8, and Educ. Appropriations, Hearing on S. 696 Before the 8uhcomm.
on Lahor, HH8, and Educ. Appropriations, 103d Cong. 130 (1994) (statement of Mary Chatel,
President, Nat'i Council of Soc. Sec. Management Ass'ns) (discussing the 2.5 million disability
cialms and the suspected increase to 3 million by 1995).
110. 8M FY 97 LolJor, HH8, and Education Appropriations, Hearing on H. 1011 Before the
8uhcomm on LolJor, HH8, and Educ. Appropriations, 104th Congo 877-85 (1996) (statement of
Donald E. Seatter, President, Nat'l Council on Soc. Sec. Management Ass'ns). JUdges'
comments sound like dialogue from some PBS program on the Universe. See, e.g., Schwelker v.
Chlllcky, 487 U.S. 412, 424 (1988) ("Millions of claims are filed every year •..•"); Richardson
v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389, 399 (1971) ("The system's administrative structure and proce-
dures ••• are ofa size and extent difficult to comprehend.j.
111. Flat Tax Proposals, Hearing on S. 209 Before the Comm. on Finan«, l04th Congo 162
(1995) (prepared statement Arlen Specter, Senator).
112. 8M id. at 169 (quoting the prepared testimony of Senator Arlen Specter, May 18,
1995, presented at Senate Committee on FInance Flat Tax: Hearing).
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Human Services is $600 billion.us
It seems that there is not an aspect of our everyday life, from cradle to
grave, that is not ruled-over by what George Wallace used to call "pointy-
headed, briefcase-totin'-burro-crats in Washin'ten Dee Cee." George Roche,
president of Hillsdale College, recently sounded a libertarian alarm for
"Everyamerican" against this red tape hegemony by complaining that the
government "dictates how we should educate our children. earn our liv.ing.
guard our health, take care of our communities, and even worship our
God." 114
The Chief Executive operates as a lawmaker in his own right The
Known Law Reserve must take into account proclamations and executive
orders promulgated by the forty-two Presidents. The occupant at 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue is a high profile and prolific lawmaker, indeed. These
executive laws take two basic forms: "Proclamations are generally addressed
to the entire nation and their content frequently relates to ceremonial or
celebratory occasions. Executive orders generally are used by the President
to direct and govern the activities of government officials and agen-
cies."ull Although not specifically mentioned in the Constitution,
executive orders are basically "document[s] that the President issues and
so designates.... They have become the most important type of
'Presidential legislation.," U6
As we have seen with other forms of lawmaking, executive lawmaking
has increased dramatically, in frequency and in amount, during the
modem era. In the period leading up to World War II, 32 presidents
signed in excess of 8,030 executive orders.ll7 Bet\,{een World War II and
the beginning of George Bush's presidency, eight presidents accounted for
thousands and thousands more executive orders and proclamations.
Collected and codified by the Office of the Federal Register in 1989, they
comprised over 960 printed pages.us Mirroring the expanding influence
of the independent agencies, the executive branch itself has reached fur
and wide into subjects as diverse as agriculture,U9 immigration,12O
aeronautics and space,121 arms control and nuclear nonproliferation,122
environment,128 telecommunications,124 education,121l transporta-
113. &e Politics &: Policy Political Roundup: News From Inside the Beltway, 3 Am. Health
Line 5 (1995).
114. George Roche, The Lists Every American Should Make, Imprimis, Mar. 1996, at 3.
115. J. Myron Jacobstein et al., Fundamentals of Legal Research 293 (6th ell. 1994).
116. John E. Noyes, Executive Or~, Presidential Intent, and Private Rights ofAction, 59 Tex.
L. Rev. 837, 839 (1981).
11'7. See Presidential Executive Orders 6'75 (Clifford L. Lord ed., 1944).
118. Office of the Federal Register National Archives and Records Administration,
Codification of Presidential Proclamations and Executive Orders (1989) [hereinafter
Codification]•
119. &e id. at 143-46.
120. &e id. at 333-38.
121. See id. at 229-42.
122. &e id. at 417-24.
123. &e Codification, supra note 118, at 793-824.
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tion,120 and public health.l 2'1 Although not all these presidential "laws"
still remain in effect, as of 1994 there have been over 6000 presidential
proclamations and 12,698 executive orders issued.us Our current
president, William J. Clinton, has placed substantial reliance upon
executive orders, signing his name to over 364 proclamations and 166
executive orders since taking office in 1992.129 Contrary to the cries in
the popular press, we could use more "gridlock," not less.
Imagine how high all of these federal and state laws would stack up.
No one individual, lawyer or layperson, could possibly know all the
provisions of all these laws. Our lawmakers borrow a page from the Romail.
Emperor Caligula, who got around the requirement of publicly posting
laws by writing them in tiny characters and hanging them on high pillars,
beyond sight and knowledge of the people, the better to ensnare them.1OO
ACADEMIC CoMMENTARY
The story is told about Felix Frankfurtel'-who would go on to
become a Harvard University law professor, FDR crony, and a Supreme
Court lawmaker in his own right-that after he finished his first year as a
law student at Harvard he received "the coveted letter inviting him to join
the Harvard Law Review •.. , Frankfurter sent it back with a stiff note: 'I
did not come to law school in order to publish a magazine:" 151
Frankfurter changed his mind, of course, and spent two years publishing
his law review, as most of the best and the brightest law students do at
every law school today.
It is difficult to know what to say about law reviews in the present
context There is good news and bad news to report Good news-they
have no glossy ads, no scented strips, and no subscription cards. Bad
news-they have no pictures to look at and no one of any consequence
reads them, only other law professors and law students, and truth be told,
not many of them. Back in 1936, an iconoclastic professor from Yale law
school named Fred Rodell wrote what he promised was his last article,
aptly titled "Goodbye to Law Reviews," and explained: "There are two
things wrong with almost all legal writing. One is style. The other is its
content" IS2 Sixty years later that still about sums it up.
124. 8es id. at 935-54.
125. 8es id. at 955-58.
126. 8es id. at 159-68.
127. 8es id. at 851·54.
128. 1994 Compilation and Parts 100-102, 3 C.F.R. iv (1995). A President of one party may
use an executive order to implement policies that he cannot get through a Congress
controlled by the other party.
129. 8es id.
130. 1 WillianI Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England 45-46 (WtllianI Draper
Lewis ed. 1902); Lon L Fuller, Anatomy of the Law 62 (Greenwood Press 1976 ed.) (1902).
131. Rosa Ehrenreich, Look Who is Editin~ Lingua Franca, Feb. 1996, at 58, 63.
132. Fred Rodell, Goodbye to Law Reviews, 23 Va. L. Rev. 38, 38 (1936); ses also Fred Rodell,
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What is in the law reviews is not really law, I suppose. I mean if you
violate some law professor's opinion, you do not go to jail, although ifyou
are a law student you might get a bad grade. Law professors, you have to
understand, are wannabes. They all want to be judges.ISS George Bernard
Shaw's Iine1M applies to law professors: most of them are professors
because they cannot or do not want to practice law, so it is difficult for the
rest of the profession, judges and lawyers, to take them too seriously.
Additionally, judges and lawyers remember what their professors did to
them in law school. And that does not help professors' professional
standing either.1S5
Lately, there has been a lot written in law reviews about "law-and-fill-
in-the-blank."156 Richard A Posner, a professor who made it onto the
federal bench to become Chief Judge of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, labels these writings as "nondoctrinal"
legal scholarship-writings that include various genres, such as "economic
analysis of law, critical legal studies, law and literature, feminist
jurisprudence, law and philosophy, law and society, law and political
theory, critical race theory, gay and lesbian legal studies, and
postmodernist legal studies." 157 Some in the legal academic community
Goodhyll to Law Reviews-Revisited, 48 Va. L. Rev. 279, 279 (1962) (celebrating the twentr-fifth
anniversary of Rodell's "last article" with a reproduction of the original article supplemented
with Rodell's then current impressions of law reviews). Professor Rodell published a
devastating book-length diatribe against law, lawyers, and the entire legal system, arguing in
favor of demystifying the law and overthrowing the tyranny of the legal profession. &/I Fred
Rodell, Woe Unto You, LawyersI (1939).
133. See, II.g., Mark Tushnet, Tlw Dilemmas ofLiberal Constitutionalism, 42 Ohio SI:. L.J. 411,
424-25 (1981). Then a Professor of Law at the University of WISconsin, Professor Tushnet
explained that if he were a member of the judiciary and asked the hypothetical, "how would
you decide the X case?", he would "make an explicitly political judgment: which result is, in
the circumstances now existing, likely to advance the cause of socialism?" IrJ. at 424. In
fairness to Professor Tushnet, in that same article he notes that "political circumstances
[would have to] change drastically" for him to become ajudge. IrJ. at 425.
134. "He who can, does. He who cannot, teaches." George Bernard Shaw, The
Revolutionist's Handbook & Pockllt Companion, in Man and Superman 50 (1962).
135. SIIII Symposium, Lllgal Edw;ation, 91 Mich. L. Rev. 1921 (1993) (responses from the
professoriate to Judge Harry Edwards's article, The Growing Disjunction Bctwlllln Lllgal Eduealion
and the Lllgal ProfllSsion, 91 Mich. L. Rev. 34, 34 (1992), complaining about the "growing
~unction between legal education and the legal profession"); see also Peter Brooks & Paul
Gewirtz, Law's Stories-Narrative and Rhetoric in the Law (1996); Symposium, Lllgal
Storytdlin~ 87 Mich. L. Rev. 2073 (1989); Daniel A. Farber & Suzanna Sherry, Telling Stories
Out of School: An Essay on Lllgal NarrativllS, 45 Stan. L. Rev. 807 (1993); Mark Tushnet, The
DlIgradation of Constitutional Discourse, 81 Geo. LJ. 251 (1992). &/I generally Julius Getman, In
the Company ofScholars: The Struggle for the Soul of Higher Education (1992).
136. Discretion being the better part ofva1or, I will not cite examples. For the record, it is
enough for me to agree withJudge Posner's bon mot "Some crazy stuff is being published in
law reviews nowadays." Richard A. Posner, Overcoming Law 101 (1995). The typical law
professor today is more professor than lawyer. &/I Martha Middleton, LIIgal Scholarship: Is It
Irrelevant', Nat'l LJ., Jan. 9, 1989, at 1. See generally Kenneth Lasson, Comment, Scholarship
Amok: ExcessllS in the Pursuit ofTruth and Tenure, 103 Harv. L. Rev. 926 (1990).
137. Richard A. Posner, The Futuro of the SttuIent-Editlltl Law Review, 47 Stan. 1.. Rev. 1131,
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have questioned the legitimacy and value of some of these 7WVeaux oeuvres
of scholarship, but designers of this intellectual haute couture passionately
defend their fashions.ISS And so it goes: more and more tracts of the
tenure track keep parading down the runway, each one more outlandish
than the one before.1s9
Many of the professors who write these articles have a law degree but
do not really like law, so they write about other stuffwhich interests them,
but about which they know less.140 That makes it easier on them, if not
their readers. They are not limited by any expertise. And law professors get
paid more than the historians or philosophers on campus. It is quite
clever, when you think about it; just write what you feel. Then argue about
the other writer's feelings. Gestalt with footnotes.
Some of the stuff you find in law reviews is about law, commentary on
recent developments, mostly cases, although the common-law era has been
over since the Depression. Most of these legal commentaries are written by
law students, who typically knew nothing about the subject only one
semester ago, but who now assume they know more than lawyers and
judges, who deal with the particular subject every day in the real world,
and who at least have passed a bar exam.
So you see, law reviews are to law what masturbation is to sex. They
are a form of self-gratification for law professors and law students. They do
not satisfy the needs of others.
Arguably, for present purposes, law reviews should be included in the
Gross Legal Product for the short term and long term effects they have on
the legal profession: (1) value added in career postponement for law
students; (2) low opportunity costs for professors who see themselves as too
smart or too lazy to be lawyers or judges; (3) long term cult programming
in verbosity and obfuscation (lots of cabriolet words) for legislators and
1133 (Summer Supp. 1995).
138. See also Richard Delgado, The Inward Tum in OutsiderJurisprnderu;e, 34 Wm. &: Mary L.
Rev. 741, 742 (1993) (focusing on the developments of emerging outsider jUrisprudence).
Compare Anne M. Coughlin, Regulating the &If: Autobiographical Performanas in Outsider
Scholarship, 81 Va. L. Rev. 1229 (1995) (discussing the belief that legal scholarship flits to
discuss sodal inequalities), with Richard Delgado, Coughlin's Complaint: How to Disparage
Outsider Writing, One Year Later, 82 Va. L. Rev. 95 (1996) (examining the autobiographical
method to legal scholarship).
139. See generaUy Edward L. Rubin, The New Legal Process, the Synthesis ofDiscour.se, and the
Microanalysis ofInstitutions, 109 HaIV. L. Rev. 1393 (1996) (analyzing the new trends that have
emerged in legal scholarship).
140. What people are doing when they "do" law, including Supreme Court people, should
be kept distinct from reading a novel, at least to my mind. CJ. Michael W. McConnell, On
Reading the Constitution, 73 Cornell L. Rev. 359, 359 (1988). Professor McConnell writes:
I am not surfj I much like modem methods of reading Hamlet, and am quite
confident I do not like modem methods of reading the Bible. That, however, is not
my point. I do not read the Bible with the same purpose or in the same way that I
read Hamlet; and reading the Constitution has yet a different purpose and a
different interpretative method.
Id.
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regulators; and (4) indirectly influencing court opmlOns wh~ a
professor's notions are passed along to students who later use them in
their lawyer-briefs that judges plagiarize. Finally, so many trees die to
publish law reviews, they should count for something.HI
The frenetic keyboarding excesses of 7,300 law professorsl42 and
12,600 law review student members,145 apparently immune to carpal
tunnel syndrome, generates a sizable amount of ersatz law. Every law
school has at least one law review. Some have more than one. Bigger law
schools have more: Harvard has the most with ten,l44 followed by
Georgetown and Columbia with eight apiece.l45 More are started every
year. Rather than publish or perish, law professors might be concerned
141. I estimate that it takes over 4,000 trees to produce a single year's worth of all the law
reviews for the shelves of the ABA accredited law school libraries. I have never identified with
tree huggers, but I consider this number big enough to be a mortal sin. The ratio I used is
based on a reported estimate by environmentalists that in order for the IRS to send out the 8
billion forms it produces annually, over 293,760 trees would be required to supply the paper
needed. &e Tax Reform is Back, Orange County Reg., Feb. 29, 1996, at B6. Just consider the
order of magnitude of these pseudo-calculations: 8 billion forms divided by 293,760 trees '" y
(documents per tree). y '" 27,233. 630,000 (total annual pages of all law reviews) x 178
(number of law school libraries) '" z (total pages accumulated annually at law school libraries
in the U.S.). z'" 112,140,000. Z divided by Y'" number of trees destroyed per year to produce
law reviews for law school libraries. 112,140,000 divided by 27,233 '" 4,118 destroyed trees.
Each of these trees takes over 20 years to reach maturity. &e Sidewire-Telecomworldwide,
Nov. 2, 1995, available in 1995 WL 10472487. Nota bene: Each law review has hundreds, some
thousands of subscribers, therefore the amount of trees destroyed by the production of law
reviews amounts to a rather large scale forest
142. &eThe 1995-96 AALS Directory of Law Teachers 179-990 (1996). Rather than count
every professor and, in the process, stop to read the six or seven interesting biographical
paragraphs, I sinlply multiplied the pages making up the AALS Directory Alphabetical List
(811 pages) times the average number of professors listed on each page (my sample averaged
9 per page). .
143. The total number of law review members was approximated by assuming there to be
an average of 30 review members at any given time and multiplying by the present number of
law reviews in the country (approximately 420). SeeJacobstein et al., supra note 115, at 377.
144. Besides the HaIvard Law Review, there are: the HaIvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberties
Law Review; the HaIVard Environmental Law Review; the Ha1vard Human Rights Journal;
HaIVard International LawJournal; the HaIVardJournal of Law and Technology; the HaIVard
Journal on Legislation; the HaIvardJournal on Regulation; the HaIVardJournal of Law and
Public Policy; and the HaIvard Women's Law Journal. &e BernardJ. Hibbits, Last Writes? Re-
assessing the Law Review in the Age a/Cyberspace, n.l08 (visited Dec. 12, 1996) <http://wlVlV.law.
pittedu/hibbitts/ful1texthtrn>. They are reportedly about to start an eleventhjournal entitled
the HaIvard Negotiation Law Review. The Program on Negotiation: Harvard Negotiation Law
Review (visited Dec. 31, 1996) <http://www.harvard.edu.negotiation/ponhnlr.htrn>.
145. Columbia publishes, the Columbia Business Law Review; the Columbia Journal of
Environmental LaW; the ColumbiaJournal of Gender and Law; the Columbia Human Rights
Law Review; the ColumbiaJournal ofLaw and Social Problems: the Columbia Law Review the
ColumbiaJoumal of Transnational LaW; and the Columbia-VIAJournal of Law and the Arts.
Georgetown produces the American Criminal Law Review; Georgetown Immigration Law
Journal: the Georgetown International Environmental Law Review; the GeorgetownJournal of
Legal Ethics; the GeorgetownJournal on Fighting Poverty; Georgetown LawJournal: Law and
Policy in International Business: and the Tax Lawyer. See Hibbits, supra note 144, at n.110.
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with perishing from all th~ publishing.l46 fudeed, this may be why law
libraries are' on .the ground floor, below faculty offices: to avoid cave-in
disasters.141 All totaled, there are at least 420 law reviews in the United
States.He Most publish four to eight issues a year. An issue can be
between 200-400 pages. So let's put down a conservative estimate of
630,000 pages of law reviews toward the total annual GLP.149
After he graduated law school, Felix Frankfurter wrote to Justice
Holmes, himself a law professor turned judge, and asked for advice about a
career in law teaching. Holmes harrumphed, "[A]cademic life is but half
life-it is a withdrawal from the fight in order to utter smart things that
cost you nothing except the thinking them from a cloister." 150
Frankfurter ignored this advice and went on the Harvard faculty and
eventually followed Holmes onto the Supreme Court, but Holmes was right
about law professors. Take my word as a law professor-published in a law
review-for it
CONCLUSION
•
What does this all say about the United States, about our society, that
we have so many lawyers making so many laws? Are we a better people and
nation, superior to other peoples and other nations? Is our generation
better than our ancestors', are we more just or more free ... orjust more
libertine?15I
'146. BernardJ. Hibbits, in his article on law reviews in the age of the Internet, notes the
frightening prospect that with the widespread development and deployment of Internet
technology law professors may now publish as much and as often as they like, without the
limitations imposed by the law review system. See Hibbits, supra note 144, at 229. In the future,
we wlll have to compute the output of academic writers in gigabyte quantities.
147. Brother Justinian, an Irish monk and fictional character brought in to inspect and
advise an American law school on the moral effect of the school on its students and faculty,
found that the law books were irrationally located on the third floor of the building rather
than in the basement, in open defIance of the law of gravity. He hypothesized that with the
classrooms located on lower levels, the law school.must believe that "what is in the books will
seep down." Cf. Thomas L. Shaffer, Moral Implications and Effects ofLegal Education or. Brother
Justinian Goes to Law Schoo~ 34J. Legal EdUc. 190, 193 (1984).
148. SeeJacobstein et al., supra note 115, at 377.
149. That is 420 law reviews x 5 issues x 300 pages =630,000 pages.
150. Letter from Oliver W. Holmes to Felix 'Frankfurter Guly 15, 1913), TejJrinted in Oliver
Wendell Holmes Jr. Papers (1985) (microformed on fiie with the Iowa Law Review).
151. Consequently it is evident that the proper effect of law is to lead its subjects to
their proper virtue; and since virtue is "that which makes its subjects good," it
follows that the proper effect of law is to make those to whom it is given, good,
either absolutely or in some particular respect.
St. Thomas AqUinas, 2 The Summa Theologica (Fathers of the English Dominican Province,
trans. rev. by Daniel J. Sullivan) reprinted in 20 Great Books of the Western World: Thomas
Aquinas: II 214 (Robert M. Hutchins, ed. 1952).
This is not to suggest that the law is solely and inevitably virtuous in its effects:
I For God, the author of natures, not of vices, created man upright; but man,
being of his own will corrupted and justly condemned, begot corrupted and
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TYRANNOUS LEX 715
The Freedom Review publishes a comparative sUlVey of the political and
legal systems of the world's countries, ranking the relative freedom enjoyed
by their citizens. The United States has ranked in the highest category
since 1955, when the sUlVey began. Under this elaborate social science
evaluation, in 1992, the United States was grouped along with thirty other
countries, including a few that make you wonder. What does it mean, for
example, to be as "free" as Barbados, Belize, Costa Rica, Cyprus, Ireland,
Malta, Micronesia, Portugal, and Spain?152
I would begin to aIlS\ver these questions by quoting the conclusion
from legal historian Grant Gilmore's wonderful book, The Ages ofAmerican
Law:
Law reflects but in no sense determines the moral worth of a
society. The values of a reasonably just society will reflect
themselves in a reasonablyjust law. The better the society, the less
law there will be. In Heaven there will be no law, and the lion will
lie down with the lamb. The values of an unjust society will reflect
themselves in an unjust law. The worse the society, the more law
there will be. In Hell there will be nothing but law, and due
process will be meticulously observed.153
In the United States of America, beyond peradventure, we have a hell of a
lot ofIaw!
condemned children. For we all were in that one man, since we all were that one
man, who fell into sin by the woman who was made from him before the sin. For not
yet was the particular form created and distributed to us, in which we as individuals
were to live, but already the seminal nature was ~ere from which we were to be
propagated; and this being vitiated by sin, and bound by the chain of death, and
justly condemned, man could not be born of man in any other state. And thus, from
the bad use of free will, there originated the whole train of evil, which, with its
concatenation of miseries, convoys the human race from its depraved origin, as from
a corrupt root, on to the destruction of the second death, which has no end, those
only being excepted who are freed by the grace of God.
St. Augustine, The Confessions: The City of God (Marcus Dods, trans.) reprinted in 18 Great
Books of the Western World: Augustine 366 (Robert M. Hutchins, ed., 1952); sea also
Frederick R. Tennant, The Origin and Propagation of Sin 4-5 (1902) (crediting St. Augustine
with elaborating the ecclesiastical dogma of original sin). See generally Harvey C. Mansfield, Jr.,
American's Constitutional Soul (1991) (discussing the role of the Constitution in influencing
America's morals); Michael J. Perry, Love & Power-The Role of Religion and Morality in
American Politics (1991) (examining the proper relation of morality to politics); H. Jefferson
Powell, The Moral Tradition of American Constitutionalism (1993); Graham Walker, Moral
Foundations of Constitutional Thought (1990).
152. See Table of Independent Countries Comparative Measures of Freedom, 24 Freedom
Rev.,Jan.-Feb. 1993, at 15-16.
153. Grant Gilmore, The Ages ofAmerican Law 110-11 (1977).
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